Isobar’s Robust Surge-Blocking Architecture Provides the Highest Level of Protection Available

Isobar premium surge suppression technology provides your equipment with the highest level of protection against damaging surges and disruptive line noise. Compared to other surge suppressors, Isobar models feature a substantially larger and more robust surge-blocking architecture in a durable metal case for the most effective protection available. In addition, only Isobar models provide exclusive isolated Filter Banks, which deliver an extra measure of line noise filtering between equipment connected to the same surge suppressor.

POWER & PROTECT

UPS Systems
• Battery backup and power protection against blackouts, brownouts, power surges
• Designed for critical loads
• Models available in desktop, tower and rack mount form factors
• Available from 350W-60kVA
• Fail-safe in parallel and redundant operation

External Battery Packs and Replacement Batteries
• Separately certified and compatible with UPS systems by Tripp Lite and many others

Isobar Audio/Video Surge Suppressors
• Isobar Audio/Video Surge Suppressors with Hospital-Grade Outlets

Large Heavy-Duty
Favorite Real-Core Industries
(sold separately never let through voltage)

Fall Safe Thermal Fusing
Provide safe system shutdown

SineWave Balanced Outputs
(s屏蔽formance unmatched)

High Frequency / Capacitors
(possible noise attenuation)

Varistors
Remove noise

VHF Capacitors
(possible noise attenuation)

Metal Oxide Fuses
(Sherwood surge)

...more people trust Isobar to protect their valuable computer and electronic investments than all other premium surge suppressors combined...
isobar. Premium Surge Suppressors

- America’s Corporate Standard
- Durable Metal Construction
- Exclusive Isolated Filter Banks
- Up to 5700 Joules
- Up to $500,000 Ultimate Lifetime Protection
- Up to 12 AC Outlets and 25 ft. Power Cord
- Tel/Modem, Coastal and Ethernet Options
- UL-Certified (3rd Edition)

SAFEGUARD EQUIPMENT WITH THE HIGHEST PROTECTION LEVELS
America’s leading companies have made the Isobar Premium Surge Suppressor their corporate standard for computer and electronic protection. They along with millions of other satisfied customers worldwide, put their trust in the Isobar’s premium surge-protection electronics and durable metal housing. Providing up to 3500 joules of surge-stopping power (the highest in its class), Isobar is simply the most reliable surge suppressor you can buy. Isobar’s surge measure a surge-suppressor device by measuring the number of joules of surges, more points more protection. In addition, all models provide an LED life-time warranty to eliminate audio static and save “re”.

PROTECT EQUIPMENT ON EVERY CONNECTION
Isobar Premium Surge Suppressors can protect your valuable computer and electronics investments from surge damage on every connection: on the AC power line as well as on telephone/ computer and electronic investments. Isobar Premium Surge Suppressors can protect your valuable electronics protection. They, along with 18 million other satisfied customers worldwide, put their trust in the Isobar’s premium surge-protection electronics and durable metal housing. Providing up to 3500 joules of surge-stopping power (the highest in its class), Isobar is simply the most reliable surge suppressor you can buy. Isobar’s surge measure a surge-suppressor device by measuring the number of joules of surges, more points more protection. In addition, all models provide an LED life-time warranty to eliminate audio static and save “re”.

FEATURE FOCUS
Isobar Premium Surge Suppressors offer a wide range of protection and convenience features. Refer to the specifications chart at right for more information about the specific features of each model.

- Durable Metal Case
- Surge-protected connectors that close this potential source of interference with coaxial or network line connected to your equipment, eliminating disruptive line noise generated by printers or other peripherals connected to the same source.
- AC Protection
- Protects equipment against lightning surges and damage 8000 joule surge on the AC power line.
- Isobar’s surge measure a surge-suppressor device by measuring the number of joules of surges, more points more protection. In addition, all models provide an LED life-time warranty to eliminate audio static and save “re”.

INCREASE EXCLUSIVE FILTER BANKS
Devices connected to the same surge suppressor can often interfere with each other’s performance, causing computer lock-ups, data errors or audio/video distortion. The Isobar’s exclusive features include a surge-protected coaxial filter bank (as Isobar Surge Filter Bank) between its outlets that removes this potential source of interference. Isobar Surge Filters ensure that peripherals, such as printers, don’t interfere with more sensitive devices, such as computers.

INCREASE THE HIGHEST INSURANCE COVERAGE
Tripp Lite stands behind the premium quality of Isobar Surge Suppressors. Isobar’s insurance coverage in its class, up to $500,000 Ultimate Lifetime Insurance guarantees your equipment will stay safe from surge damage, including direct lightning strikes. Isobar’s Surge Protection is backed by Isobar’s Life-time Warranty. Isobar is America’s Corporate Standard. The high-voltage surges, high-quality electronics protection made by the Isobar is simply the most reliable surge suppressor you can buy.
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Isobar Premium Surge Suppressors offer a wide range of protection and convenience features. Refer to the specifications chart at right for more information about the specific features of each model.

**FEATURE FOCUS**

**Isobar Premium Surge Suppressors**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Durable Metal Case**
- Contains the largest number of surge arresters physically standing to take the worst of whatever comes your way.

**Isolated Filter Banks**
- Front panel protected from surge damage by isolating surge streams between outlet banks, providing disruptive line noise generated by printers or other peripherals connected to the same source.

**AC Protection**
- Protects equipment against Effects of AC surges and discharge MINI (AC noise) on all circuits in 32-watt surge suppressors.

**Coastline Protection**
- Back on coast!® combines surge models with built-in AC protection to protect your equipment from coasting surges. Isobar Surge Filters ensure that peripheral devices, such as printers, don't interfere with more sensitive devices, such as computers.

**Circuit Breaker**
- Protects against dangerous overloads. Circuit Breaker is integrated into master switch of all models. Models also include Circuit Breaker capabilities, such as Isobar Surge Filters keep surges from the protected component, ensuring the breaker will trip before damage occurs, protecting valuable equipment.

**Diagnostic LEDs**
- Immediately notifies you if the “Protected” line is overloaded. Breaker is separate or integrated into master switch.

**Fail-Safe Thermal Fusing**
- Ensures safe operation in a sequence using a remote. Turning multiple IR outlets on or off, the delay can be adjusted. (ISOBAR6ULTRAHG only.)

**Follow-Up Protection**
- Prevents additional equipment damage when the breaker first trips. (ISOBAR6ULTRAHG only.)

**Infrared (IR) Outlet & Remote**
- Can be controlled manually or using wall panel outlet or externally using the included IR remote or a dedicated 12 volt IR module (ISOBAR6ULTRAHG only.)

**Manual Outlet Control and LEDs**
- Select and turn controlled outlets on or off, and the delay can be adjusted. (ISOBAR6ULTRAHG only.)

**Remote Infrared (IR) Sensor**
- Attaches to service panel or other remote source of IR energy, allowing the breakers in Isobar surge protectors to be turned on and off in a sequence, with the breaker first trips, protecting valuable equipment.

**Remote Control Switch on a 50 ft. Cord**
- Allows remote outlet control. Perfect for factory, workshops or other environments. (ISOBAR6ULTRAHG only.)

**Under-Monitor Design**
- Enables secure, low-profile mounting on under-monitor desk equipment, securing under-monitor design to computer includes front panel switches or remotely using the included IR remote or a dedicated 12 volt IR module (ISOBAR6ULTRAHG only.)

**Detachable 10-ft. & 18-in. Cords**
- Allows flexible placement of outlets and LEDs.

**Detachable 10-ft. & 18-in. Cords**
- Allows flexible placement of outlets and LEDs.

**Wireless Switch**
- Wirelessly powers on/off outlets controlled by Isobar Surge Filters and Isobar Surge Filters keep surges from the protected component, ensuring the breaker will trip before damage occurs, protecting valuable equipment.

**Visible Surge Protection**
- Provides extra protection in the event of significant surges per UL-verified surge protection—up to 5700 joules of surge-stopping power (the highest in its class), Isobar is simply the most reliable surge suppressor you can buy. Isobar surge protectors are integrated into master switch of all models. Models also include Circuit Breaker capabilities, such as Isobar Surge Filters ensure that peripheral devices, such as printers, don't interfere with more sensitive devices, such as computers.

**Labels (Not Shown)**
- Allows flexible placement of outlets and LEDs.

**Remote Infrared (IR) Sensor**
- Attaches to service panel or other remote source of IR energy, allowing the breakers in Isobar surge protectors to be turned on and off in a sequence, with the breaker first trips, protecting valuable equipment.
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isobar® Premium Surge Suppressors offer a wide range of protection and convenience features. Refer to the specifications chart at right for more information about the specific features of each model.

**FEATURE FOCUS**

**Isobar Premium Surge Suppressors**

- **Durable Metal Case**
  - Contains the surge-arresting elements standing up to the most severe lightning overvoltage.
- **Isolated Filter Banks**
  - Protects Isobar Premium Surge Suppressors from potential harm posed by damage to other devices that may be connected to the same AC connection. On the AC power line as well as on telephone/modem lines, if you have a modem (analog line), two-line coaxial cables for cable modems, sound systems, security systems and other equipment connected to coaxial cables.
- **AC Protection**
  - Protects equipment against surges and spikes (8/20 microsecond), as well as line noise distortion (RJ11), line noise (RJ11), surges (EF/RFIC, AC, OPL, signal line, telephone line).
  - A surge is a high-intensity fluctuation of voltage or current. A spike is a short-duration overvoltage occurrence.
- **Coax Protection**
  - Protects against dangerous surges and spikes on coaxial cable lines.
- **Internal Barriers**
  - Prevents backflowing of damaging surges and spikes in all directions: toward the surge suppressor, back into the protected equipment and out to the AC power line. (HT1210ISOCTR only.)
- **Widely Spaced Outlets**
  - Includes AC outlets spaced far apart, preventing accidental turnoff of multiple outlets.
- **Safe-Switch Technology**
  - Automatically turns off damaged outlets to prevent accidental shock hazard.
- **Remote Control Switch**
  - Integrates into master switch:
  - Provides convenient connection to a remote controller.
  - Enables easy use in multiple environments.
  - Allows remote control output: Panel mount, keypad or wall panel.
- **Infrared (IR) Sensor and Remote**
  - Sends a remote IR sensor signal to a sensor and transmits it to a master switch integrated into master switch.
- **Infrared (IR) Sensors**
  - Enables a secure IR switch to provide immediate turn-on of equipment.
  - Prevents accidental turn-off of a key sensor.
- **Grounding Lug**
  - Directs safety ground connection to your equipment's outlet.
- **Widely Spaced Outlets**
  - Includes AC outlets spaced far apart, preventing accidental turnoff of multiple outlets.
- **Safe-Switch Technology**
  - Automatically turns off damaged outlets to prevent accidental shock hazard.
- **Remote Control Switch**
  - Integrates into master switch:
  - Provides convenient connection to a remote controller.
  - Enables easy use in multiple environments.
  - Allows remote control output: Panel mount, keypad or wall panel.
- **Infrared (IR) Sensor and Remote**
  - Sends a remote IR sensor signal to a sensor and transmits it to a master switch integrated into master switch.
- **Infrared (IR) Sensors**
  - Enables a secure IR switch to provide immediate turn-on of equipment.
  - Prevents accidental turn-off of a key sensor.
Isobar’s Robust Surge-Blocking Architecture Provides the Highest Level of Protection Available

Isobar premium surge protection technology provides your equipment with the highest level of protection against damaging surges and disruptive line noise. Compared to other surge suppressors, Isobar models feature a substantially larger and more robust surge blocking architecture in a double metal case for the most effective protection available. In addition, only Isobar models provide exclusive isolated Filter Banks, which deliver an extra measure of line noise filtering between equipment connected to the same surge suppressor.

- VHF Capacitors (interleaved)
- Metal Oxide Varistors
- Ferrite Rod-Core Inductors
- Large Heavy Duty Fused Null-Point Inductors (ultrafiltered)
- Fail Safe Thermal Fusing (provides safe system shutdown)
- Surge Suppressors
- Chokes
- Hospital-Grade Outlets
- Inverter/Chargers
- Isobar Audio/Video Surge Suppression System

Isobar—The World’s Best-Selling Premium Surge Suppressors

More people trust Isobar to protect their valuable computer and electronic investments than all other premium surge suppressors combined.

Best-Selling Premium Surge Suppressors

Premium Surge Suppressors

TripLite’s Isobar Model is the world’s best-selling premium surge suppressor—with over 18 million in use today. Isobar’s surge-blocking technology protects sensitive electronic components from voltage surges and disruptive line noise. Isobar’s premium surge suppression technology provides your equipment with the highest level of protection against damaging surges and disruptive line noise. Compared to other surge suppressors, Isobar models feature a substantially larger and more robust surge blocking architecture in a double metal case for the most effective protection available. In addition, only Isobar models provide exclusive isolated Filter Banks, which deliver an extra measure of line noise filtering between equipment connected to the same surge suppressor.
Isobar’s Robust Surge-Blocking Architecture Provides the Highest Level of Protection Available

Isobar premium surge protection technology provides your equipment with the highest level of protection against damaging surge and disruptive line noise. Compared to other surge suppressors, Isobar models feature a substantially larger and more robust surge-blocking architecture in a durable metal case for the most effective protection available. In addition, only Isobar models provide exclusive keystone Filter Blocks, which deliver an extra measure of line noise filtering between equipment connected to the same surge suppressor.

In addition, only Isobar models provide exclusive Isolated Filter Banks, which deliver an extra measure of line noise filtering and lower let-through voltage (remove noise interference) between equipment connected to the same surge suppressor.

Whatever your application, there’s an Isobar model that provides premium protection for all your equipment: computers, printers, peripherals, electronics (TVs, video displays, sound systems, DVD players, etc.), satellite systems, appliances, power tools, lighting and more!
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Inverter/Chargers

Inverters convert DC vehicle battery power to AC power for laptop, mobile, emergency and remote site applications. Inverters/Chargers also charge batteries from an AC source.

Power Strips

Most Isobar models provide six or eight outlets.

Power Distribution Units (PDUs)

Use Isobar's Surge Suppressors with Hospital-Grade Outlets

Choose surge suppressors for use with Isobar's surge suppressors for healthcare applications that connect to hospital-grade outlets. Use Isobar's Surge Suppressors with Hospital-Grade Outlets in共同使用。